
216 12, IrederiSk, Md. 21701 
4/15/76 

Er. E. Leonard Rubin 
Associate 4eneral Counsel 
PLOW 
919 N. Mishissa Ave., 
Mew, Ill. 60611 

testi*. Rubin, 

That Playbogfunctiees wham it loses it mail end newer delivers it on timer*, 
explain recently reported changes Outlet the fact that moat of my letters have received 
no response because I sent than cortfied and have the receipts. So, is you* 4/13 you 
say that mine of 4/3 did not reach you until 4/9 an&:that it took four more days for 
you to reepoed "as gelekly• as possible." 

lea sorry this has &weft:spited as it has. There was no need for any of it. 
I'm .sorry ales that after theresessable war is Oink/yes spoke to when, belatedly, 
you phensi.you write Ms a setfoserving letter distiageished by what lawyers prefer to 
°outdo., factual imarastraciss. Oldasionsspitivils*ansies. This is a disappoiatmentu \\ 
after  the vey you sees acmes*.  

It iiketh irrelevant and inseeurwas sayAbat "first, you seem to quarrel 	p 
with our oondluelona." last is net thebests Of WOramalaint and in the sense in which 
younse it ttnisAY‘ien .t trice. Mogis_ it 0004104 with anYthing I bslreun4err 
stood or gittabouterrele as oonsultenti gate tee oestrus*, as the tapes will 'Oho*,-7 ] 
I salgoractly the opposite and included in this/that I have no right to try to tell ___11 rimfbsysaav it will say. 

lascraispeevere made by antral agralssoksSi **two lorposdes so that year 
beseauersey would not have to depend on the reeollections of arommompicrt staff 	(fl 
searchers and as I made quite emplielt, in fairmese iOnsamOlcinig• Weakttgelh1411 to I 
Playboy included,• psoisothis it. 44earkheou Onolisitlg emotion by infrannee this did: 
involve llogirdul. Theeutapes will also oboe/that- I would be making hechOP'telee 	I loosess your people didn t know kow to waft machines, as they will also thew.' 
bus  I do not have tapes of all ocavereettorat. Sat where it related to thesematters 

I 40.- 4 do not have wheats new elecatly a dneeptive call from "le the Saturday 
Imtfore thaPng pages were rant mi6 !mover, *wife, who answered the Owns and like 
is. 4i4 participate ia.the cementation and was shocked at the difference between .what 

Jim said and whit the-eesy shoved. taws both were by his not sending the crawl". 
'mediate/I' is he offeasiL' 	r n. 

converestion vitk 4ousal s honing to do with plagistisS did involve McKinley' 
end thus I have it taped. t is entirely impost's /our representation of the $4000. It 
simply is not true that cy'endereemenVef the cheek *madded r King material and this 
Is entirely *emite what seesales and I said end disoussedp 'rearwards are "That 
was made elects in the entiorsensit." ten follow this with Varry %Orators savering 
letter*, you." Aim closet refer to immediate eorreetion'of this interpretation 
by osn.ed ails The recent is tiler that I eared to a *meat for the JP elettiesies 
ehly because of your situation and Specified that there could be no sore, with the 
reasons. I will not insult you withspecifles about how literary rights are bought, 
as in thin eras, they were not and as in this ease you were told they could net be. 

This leads to your "all materials  obtained from you that had not bran published 
elseehers." It is obvious that if. someone else steals it does not give you a tisane, 
to steel. Limy lied to ne from what  you told me and subsequent proofs establish. Ae 
said the issue was beAng looked up in 20 minutes. (what you say about conaulting others 



2 

ie deliberately out of contest. I used it as etidence of deception. However, you do not 

*ay that these others could not answer your questions.) I not °ay did not give you 

any right to use any of my copyrighted, work, I specifically forbad it and explained 

my reasons. With my a% work Consoles actually told me that hie lawyers say Playbey 

can use anything that has been printed and it is regular policy. 

Wha 	about proofs ("oar fire policy not to send proofs to eeopleteicj 

except und 	r time that are quite rare and that do not apply to this situation 

at all") aenin is out of contest. Remember, you did send me the copy end I do have it. 

You personally also told se there *is no deadline-problem. plenty of time. The only 

purpose served by sending me proofs was to protect us both. 

You have elected to publish what I regard as terrible stuff demeaning to even 

(re girlie rag. But I have said not a word. I haven't even boughtia copy of any issue. 

Theme was and there could have been no other purpose served by your sending me proofs 

I! or by my suggesting it, as it I have been taken advantage of you will learn. However, . 

hieen you have not asked me to seallyou any rights; when I have precluded the use ef'- 

t2erAy of ay work-Lithos you have twice admitted stealing it, once by a nocinal payment for 

it sad now by saying you have eliednated some of it; and when yo qualify all of this -

you personally with your qualification "to the best ora4r  buewledge" - the real pur-

ee\ se to bo served by my examining proofs before priins commended and by refusing 

hem to me would seem to be aevaraat. 

'his is not going to disappear because you elect to play with words. So. as 

eeyon begin your final paragraph, I do have queetionsiethose lahave raised and you have. 
"—not enawared, The simplest way of rephrasing it in have you used any of may work? 

Id addition to what I told you and everyone else at Playboy from the beginning 

71 ere has been an evidence of :that I'd hoped for, movie use. I had a new call on this 

ust last night. tow know What this can mean to me if you kill it. Ant-there-Ione 

ir excuse in any "to the best of our knowledge" joss when riveasked that any questions 
be eliminated prior to printing, that none of my work be used. 

II 
	If you do not sand me proofs of some kind immediately X will have to consider, 

shutter your representations when they are not explicit preclude me from seeking an 

/injunction. My personal lawyer is away this week and I have to be away most of next-

V\/*mrek. This does eve you time. However, I have consulted a Weer York lawyer who is 

"iexperein publishing and he says there is a good chance. I think you also know what 

this can mean for both of us and that if you have dealt with me honestly there is' 

Hnothing in the world to prevent you from establishing it. Rather do I believe you would 

want to eliminate any question or any teals for question. The issue will come out and 

I can then see it anyway. There is nothing in it worth stealing because aside from 

error there is nothing original in it. The only real question is have you compounded 
your unauthorised use of my work by subsequent deceptions. I hope you will see that if 

"Above and continue to be non-responsive you will thereby also hurt Playboys more. 
If you have, not done any of this, why not say ec explicitly or shamus? 

There romans to be sent payment for the tetk I put in on this piece. it was

not included in the conmultanoy agreement or in the Check sent. There is also•a 

matter I have raised many time, the raurn of rare, valuable and out-of-mint books • 

Ann Gurrein borrowed. I want the books, not easy which can t replace then. 

Sincerely, 

Harold Weisberg 
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April 13, 1976 

Mr. Harold Weisberg 
Route 12 
Frederick, Maryland 21701 

Dear Mr. Weisberg: 

For some reason, your April 3, 1976 letter did not reach me 
until late on April 9 and I am responding as quickly as possible. 
Frankly, however, there are some aspects of your letter to me and 
your recent letter to Larry Gonzales that puzzle me. 

First, you seem to quarrel with our conclusions. It seems 
to me that we haye an editorial responsibility as well as a 
constitutional.right to reach our. own conclusions based on what-
ever information we have gathered or, for that matter, if we wish, 
based on pure supposition without any supportive facts. It is 
evident from the articles that the conclusions are ours and not 
yours. 

Second, you state that I promised to call you back after the 
weekend of March 27 and 28. This is not literally true because 
I told you that someone would call you back and, in fact, Larry 
Gonzales did. The purpose of his call was to tell you that we 
had, to the best of our knowledge, cut from the article all material 
obtained from you that had not been previously published elsewhere. 
This was, I believe, the main thrust of your concern when we spoke 
over the telephone on March 25, 1976. 

Third, we paid you $4,000.00 for the use of your material, as 
well as your advice, in connection with not only the JFK assassination, 
but the Martin Luther King matter as well. That was made clear in 
the endorsement on the back of the check as well as in Larry Gonzales' 
covering letter to you. 

Last, you asked for proofs of the article. It has been and 
continues to be our firm policy not to send proofs to people 
except under certain conditions that are quite rare and that do 
not apply to this situation at all. 

THE PLAYBOY BUILDING / 919 NORTH MICHIGAN AVENUE / CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60611/312 PL 1-8000 



Mr. Harold Weisberg 
April 13, 1976 
Page Two 

We hope you can understand that our consultations with you 
were based on the fact that you are one of the leading researchers 
and writers on the subject of the JFK.and Martin Luther King 
assassinations. We also hope you can understand that we did 
consult with other authorities and that we have the right to draw 
our own conclusions no matter how unwarranted or illogical those 
conclusions may seem to you. Readership response to our articles, 
which you claim is bad, is our joy or sorrow, but only history can 
judge the correctness of the conclusions we or others presently 
reach. 

If you have any questions, I invite you to drop me a line. 
I do suggest, however, that you reserve judgment regarding our 
conclusions until after you have seen them. 

Very truly yours, 

PLAYBOY ENTERPRISES, INC. 

ELR/rmc 	 E. Leonard R •in 
Associate General Counsel 

cc: Laurence Gonzales 
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